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firewood to the whole Christian army ; and thirty-five
thousand horses were taken. The King of Navarre
decorated the shield of his kingdom with gold chains
in honour of this exploit, and the day of the battle was
consecrated a holyday as the Triumph of the Cross.
The kings ravaged as far as Ubeda, but then returned
to their kingdoms ; and Mahommed, after cruelly
putting to death the Andalusian chiefs, fled to Morocco,,
where he died the next year • and as his son was a
child, a horrible and ferocious time of anarchy set in ;,
so that, though the Christian kings did not at the time
follow up their victory, the battle of Navas de Tolosa
was in fact the deathblow to the dominion of the
Almohides. The sports with which the victory was
celebrated by the kings were certainly not so elegant
as those of the Moors. Among other amusements,
there was great diversion caused by turning a pig"
into the lists among a set of blind men armed with
clubs. He who killed it was to have it as a prize ;
^and there was infinite sport in watching the blows
dealt at the beast and to each other.
The very civilisation of the Moors seems to have
'acted unfavourably on the Spaniards. The more
worldly and the merely intellectual might be attracted
by the pomp, beauty, riches, and learning of the south,
but the religious only withdrew into greater bareness,
sternness, and severity.
A very remarkable set of warriors among them were
termed Ahnogavars, a name by some said to mean
men of the earth. They slept, winter and summer, on
the bare ground, herded only together, seldom spoke,
and wore only leathern garments. Their arms were
pike, sword, and dagger, and sometimes a club; but

